For help, advice and professional knowledge, contact Donations in Kind at rawcs.org.au

In planning projects, prior advice should be sought from Donations In Kind to ensure the right materials are available for project’s effectiveness and sustainability.

As a program directed by Rotary World Community Service (RAWCS) all donations are given tax deductible status.

The RAWCS website provides the facility for donations to be made to your cause online which are receipted automatically.
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Parramatta NSW 2150
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Email:
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This activity of RAWCS is vitally important to the project teams. The committees and volunteers at all distribution centres throughout Australia ensure the right materials and required quantities are properly sourced, stored and packed. They negotiate shipping contracts and co-ordinate arrival and departure times and this can involve transhipping by road/rail to other regional centres if required.

Donations in Kind focuses on being the resource for Rotary Clubs in collating and distributing valuable donated goods for their local and off shore projects.

Our role is to provide humanitarian aid through provision of donated goods. That aid must be effective for the long term and be sustainable, it must enhance peoples lives and equally important it must give Rotarians satisfaction for their efforts.

Our on-line standard documentation streamlines the processes and our professionally organised warehousing facilities, provide a safe and professional environment for volunteers.

Quality and in good working order surplus goods & materials are collected with the focus on humanitarian projects providing for health initiatives, education and literacy and the re-building of infrastructures’ in the wake of disasters.

With vast experience in sending goods to projects in approximately 65 countries, D.I.K. co-ordinators are able to give Rotary Clubs advice and assistance regarding legal obligations, understanding of foreign policies and transport arrangements.